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Message from the Guest Editors

Dear Colleagues,

The conservation of soil and water resources is a key
aspect for the economic and environmental sustainability
of all types of agricultural and forestry systems. Soil erosion
is one of the main threats to soil and water conservation,
and numerous studies deal with this topic using field and
modelling approaches. Hydrologic and geomorphic
studies in natural forestry areas and forest plantations are
necessary to assess the impact of natural- and human-
induced heterogeneities, such as climate variability,
vegetation reconstruction, abandoned fields and timber
activities, and thus to propose best management practices.
Furthermore, multi-temporal and inter-disciplinary studies
can help to investigate the medium- and long-term
consequences of good and bad management practices on
soil and water conservation.

This Special Issue aims at collecting original and
quantitative studies dealing with any technique of soil and
water conservation. Studies done under any type of
climatic (arid, Mediterranean, temperate, tropical and cold)
and topographic conditions, land use and management
practices are welcome, particularly manuscripts where
conservation policies are evaluated.
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Editor-in-Chief

Dr. Jean-Luc PROBST
ECOLAB, Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS),
University of Toulouse, campus
ENSAT, Auzeville Tolosane,
France

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

In the context of global changes, the sustainable
management of water cycles, going from global and
regional water cycles to urban, industrial and agricultural
water cycles, plays a very important role on the water
resources and on their relationships with food, energy,
biodiversity, ecosystem functioning and human health.
Water invites authors to provide innovative original full
articles, critical reviews and timely short communications
and to propose special issues devoted to new
technological and scientific domains and to
interdisciplinary approaches of the water cycles. We ensure
a critical review process and a quick turnaround between
submission and final decision.
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